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Summary
At its October 2017 and February 2018 meetings, the Bureau of the Conference of
European Statisticians (CES) discussed statistical capacity building in the UNECE region.
The Bureau strongly supported proposals that the Secretariat should continue to implement
statistical capacity development to respond to new initiatives at the global level, including
statistics for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), increased use of geospatial
information, and modernisation of official statistics. The Bureau noted that all countries
require improvement of their statistical capacities in the context of measuring SDGs.
This strategy document sets out the principles, priorities and tools that will form the
basis for future UNECE statistical capacity development activities. The CES Bureau agreed
on the strategy at its February 2018 meeting, and asked the secretariat to circulate the
document for electronic consultation among all CES members.
This revised version of the Strategy takes into account the helpful comments and
suggestions received during that consultation. The 2018 CES plenary session is invited to
endorse the Strategy.
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I.

Introduction
1.
At its meetings in in October 2017 and February 2018, the Bureau of the Conference
of European Statisticians (CES) strongly supported proposals that the UNECE Secretariat
should continue to develop and implement statistical capacity development activities to
respond to new initiatives at the global level. These initiatives include statistics for the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the increased use of geospatial information, and
the modernisation of official statistics. In addition, the UNECE Expert Meeting on
Statistics for SDGs in April 2017 emphasised that all countries require improvement of
their statistical capacities in the context of measuring SDGs.
2.
PARIS21 (the Partnership in Statistics for Development in the 21st Century), which
is hosted by OECD, has convened a group of experts from national and international
statistical organisations to review the approach to statistical capacity development at the
global level, based on the discussion paper “Realising the Data Revolution for Sustainable
Development: Towards Capacity Development 4.01”. UNECE actively participates in this
group, and has benefitted from the exchange of ideas. The UNECE strategy is in line with
the conceptual framework developed by this group, and can be seen as a means of
implementing it in the UNECE region.
3.
In pursuing its programme of work in the region, UNECE closely collaborates with
other important stakeholders to complement activities, find synergies and avoid overlap,
particularly Eurostat and the European Free Trade Association (EFTA). Eurostat is an
important actor, present in the region in the context of the European Commission's
Enlargement and Neighbourhood Policies (ENPs) and respective priorities. Eurostat is
currently preparing a regional statistics programme (Statistics for the Eastern Partnership),
for implementation to start in late 2018/early 2019. The programme, financed from the
EU's external action budget, will support the development of official statistics in the six
countries of the ENP East (Ukraine, Belarus, Republic of Moldova, Georgia, Armenia and
Azerbaijan.) In addition, Eurostat supports statistical activities from the European
Statistical Programme, for example, training as well as the organisation of statistical
workshops and high level seminars. These cover mainly the ENP East region but also the
participation of statisticians from Central Asia.
4.
Eurostat also supports the countries that have a perspective of accession to the EU
(EU enlargement countries) in their preparations for membership of the EU, by providing
technical assistance focused on the development of all statistical areas that are part of the
EU legal requirements. This includes assessing their compliance with EU standards in
statistics and with the European statistics Code of Practice, as well as being involved in the
accession negotiations in the part of the future accession treaty that relates to statistics. The
means for the statistical cooperation programmes come mainly from the EU Instrument for
Pre-accession Assistance (IPA).
5.
The CES Steering Group on SDGs has recently established a Task Group on
Capacity Development, which will be an important partner in the implementation of this
strategy.
6.
Taking account of the above drivers for change and partnerships, this strategy
document sets out the principles, priorities and tools that will form the basis for future
UNECE statistical capacity development activities.
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II.

Current situation
7.
According to the UNECE Strategic Framework for 2018-19, the statistical work
programme will:
“support statistical capacity building of ECE member States, particularly of those
with less developed statistical systems. It will promote the implementation of the
Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics and other United Nations standards and best
practices, and provide advice on legal and institutional frameworks of official statistics.
This work will be demand-driven and address national priorities identified through global
assessments of national statistical systems. It will focus on modernizing statistical
production, population censuses, SDGs indicators, gender-disaggregated statistics,
economic statistics, environmental accounting and indicators.”
8.
Statistical capacity development is a cross-cutting responsibility for all staff of the
UNECE Statistical Division. It is closely tied to the development and implementation of
standards and guidelines in many areas of official statistics. Within UNECE, statistical
capacity development activities are coordinated by a Regional Adviser on statistics. In most
cases, these activities are carried out in collaboration with other national or international
statistical organisations.
9.
UNECE statistical capacity development activities have traditionally focused on the
countries in the Eastern Europe, Caucasus and Central Asia sub-region. However, recent
developments such as SDGs and the need to modernise statistical production affect all
UNECE member countries. Few countries can currently produce more than about half of
the global indicators needed for measuring SDGs. Other related challenges include the
growing importance of integrating statistical and geospatial information, demands for many
new types of statistics, and the appearance of potential new data sources. Statistical
capacity development is, therefore, urgently needed in all UNECE countries, though the
amount, nature, type and form will naturally vary from country to country.

III.

A new approach to capacity development
10.
In the past, UNECE statistical capacity development has focused mainly on
providing training workshops. These were mostly related to specific subject-matter
domains. In this way, the focus was more on people than on the organisation. In view of the
new challenges identified above, and particularly the demands related to producing
statistics for SDGs, a new, more holistic approach is needed. This requires a strategy that
considers all aspects of the organisation, and targets support and development where they
are most needed.
11.
The cornerstone of the strategy is the concept of capabilities. In general terms, a
capability is defined as the “ability that an organisation, person, or system possesses capabilities typically require a combination of organisation, people, processes, and
technology to achieve”2. Capabilities are things that an organisation does, or needs to do.
Examples in statistical organisations could include seasonal adjustment, internet data
collection, or applying machine-learning techniques. As the definition above says,
capabilities require combinations of different factors or dimensions – rather like the
economic concept of factors of production (land, labour, capital). The full set of dimensions
for capabilities in official statistics is presented in Section IV(C) below, and defined in
more detail in the Annex.
2

Derived from the definition used in The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-doc/arch/chap03.html
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12.
One reason for not just focusing on training people is that some statistical
organisations struggle to pay a competitive salary, and hence have a high staff turnover.
Training people can therefore have a limited impact. Whilst training of people will still be
needed, it should be undertaken in combination with ensuring that the organisation is
sufficiently equipped in terms of methods, technology, processes, information and
standards, whilst ensuring a suitable institutional framework is in place.

IV.

A strategy for statistical capacity development
13.
The goal of the strategy is to support member countries to develop and enhance the
capabilities they need to produce official statistics, and to implement international norms
and standards. The main stakeholders and beneficiaries are national statistical systems.
Other stakeholders include national and international organisations that provide capacity
development support in the UNECE region. The strategy is based on three pillars:
principles, priorities and tools.

A.

Principles
14.
The strategy is based on the following principles, which are intended to cover all
dimensions of the capabilities to be developed or enhanced:

B.

•

Demand driven – capacity development activities respond to the needs identified
by countries, including through global assessments of national statistical systems;

•

Open to all – capacity development is needed by all UNECE countries, in the
contexts of data for SDGs, or modernising statistical production, regardless of the
level of development of their statistical systems;

•

Linked to UNECE’s normative work – capacity development activities promote
the implementation and use of CES standards and guidelines;

•

Focused – related to the above point, capacity development activities focus on
areas where UNECE has recognised expertise, to ensure optimal use of limited
resources;

•

Results oriented – capacity development activities are planned and implemented to
maximize their impact. This impact is assessed, for example using a maturity
model, and the results of assessments are used to improve the efficiency of future
activities;

•

Cooperation and partnership with others – capacity development activities are
coordinated with other organisations that are providing capacity development
support. This will avoid duplication and ensure coherent and consistent support to
countries;

•

Sustainability – capacity development activities result in sustainable increases in
capacity in beneficiary countries;

•

Flexibility – the provision of capacity development support is flexible and agile, to
respond to changing demands and circumstances.

Priorities
15.
Whilst capacity development activities will be demand driven, and priorities will
therefore be set by national requirements, it is possible to identify some of the likely
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priority toppics for capaccity developm
ment over thee next three to four yearrs, based on
observation of recent trennds. Likely priiorities includee:
•

DGs – with a focus on institutional issues and strengthening
s
Staatistics for SD
national statisticaal systems;

•

i
inttegrating staatistical and
Geoospatial infoormation maanagement, including
geoospatial inform
mation;

•

Poppulation and housing
h
censuses, migrationn and gender statistics;
s

•

Env
vironment stattistics and envvironmental-eeconomic accoounting;

•

Mo
odernising offi
ficial statistics;

•

Corre economic statistics
s
and the
t impacts off globalisationn.

16.
In ad
ddition, increeased emphassis will be placed on enhhancing manaagement and
organisation
nal capacity. This will innclude strategic topics suuch as change and risk
managemen
nt, developingg effective paartnerships, capability
c
and
d resource pllanning. The
UNECE wo
ork on modernnisation of offi
ficial statistics, has shown thhat often the main
m barriers
to developm
ment are not technologicall. They are more
m
often linked to orgaanisation and
managemen
nt culture. Traaining techniccal experts wiill not have the
t required impact
i
if the
organisation
n and managem
ment cultures do not supporrt developmennt and change.

C.

Tools
17.
Statisstical capacityy developmennt activities will
w have a muuch wider scoope than just
the provisioon of training. They will draw
d
on the ddefinition of capabilities,
c
introduced in
paragraph 11 above. Accoording to that definition, caapabilities hav
ve several dim
mensions. The
f statistical capabilities is shown in Figure below
w, and these
full set of dimensions for
dimensions are defined inn the Annex.
Figure
d
of statistical capabilities
The Seven dimensions

18.
To im
mprove a cappability in a statistical orrganisation, itt is usually necessary
n
to
address seveeral of these dimensions.
d
F example, in
For
i the case off seasonal adjuustment, just
training peo
ople, or providing a softw
ware tool, willl not be suffficient to enssure that the
organisation
n has that capaability. Capaciity developmeent has to takee a more holistic approach,
taking all seeven dimensions into accounnt.
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19.
For any capability (such as seasonal adjustment) it is possible to assess the current
level of an organisation, and to identify a desired future level. This assessment can be
broken down by the capability dimensions shown above, to identify which of the
dimensions are priorities for investment and capacity development. The “maturity model”
approach can be a useful management tool for this purpose. The use of maturity models is
explained and illustrated in the annex.

V.

Implementing the strategy
20.
The first concrete step towards implementing the strategy will be to put in place a
mechanism for gathering national priorities on an on-going basis. This will build on the
information obtained during the electronic consultation of the strategy with the members of
the Conference of European Statisticians, as well as:
(a)
Information from the global survey of capacity development needs in the
context of statistics for SDGs, conducted by PARIS21 and the High-level Group for
Partnership, Coordination and Capacity-Building for statistics for the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development (HLG-PCCB);
(b)
Recommendations from the Global Assessments of National Statistical
Systems conducted jointly be UNECE, Eurostat and EFTA;
(c)
Needs identified by UNECE expert groups and through existing capacity
development activities.
21.
National priorities will be assessed using the principles set out in the strategy, to see
how the identified needs can be most efficiently addressed. Demand for capacity
development will be matched with supply, i.e. the ability for the UNECE and/or partner
organisations to provide the necessary support.
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Annex
Capabiliities and maturity models
A.

What is a capabilityy?
1.
A caapability is ddefined as "T
The ability that an organissation, personn, or system
possesses. Capabilities
C
tyypically requirre a combinattion of organiisation, peoplle, processes,
and technollogy to achieeve” (Source: The Open Group
G
Architecture Frameework v9.1 http://pubs.o
opengroup.orgg/architecture//togaf9-doc/arrch/chap03.htm
ml).
2.
Practtical examplees of capabillities in statiistical organiisations incluude seasonal
adjustment, internet data collection, web disseminattion, data editting, questionnnaire design,
b applied to implementatio
on of statisticcal standards.
etc. The ideea of capabilitties can also be
Capabilities can be defineed in terms off frameworks such as the Generic
G
Statistiical Business
M) or the Geeneric Activitty Model for Statistical Organisations
O
Process Moodel (GSBPM
(GAMSO).
Whatt are the diimensions off statistical capabilities?
c
As the defiinition says,
3.
capabilities require combbinations of factors or diimensions – rather like th
he economic
f
of prodduction (land, labour, capitaal).
concept of factors
Figure I
Full set of dimensions
d
foor statistical capabilities
c

To im
mprove a cappability in a statistical orrganisation, itt is usually necessary
n
to
4.
address seveeral of these dimensions.
d
F example, in
For
i the case off seasonal adjuustment, just
training peo
ople, or providing a softw
ware tool, willl not be suffficient to enssure that the
organisation
n has that capaability.
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5.
There will be some cases where one or more dimensions will not be relevant, in
these cases those dimensions can be ignored.

B.

What is a maturity model?
6.
A maturity model is a self-assessment tool to help an organisation understand the
extent to which it has developed a capability or implemented a standard. In other words, it
helps the organisation to understand its level of “organisational maturity” with respect to
that capability or standard. Maturity models are tables where the columns show the
maturity levels and the rows show the maturity dimensions (see Figure II). The dimensions
should be the same as those defined above for capabilities (technology, methods,
information, people, processes, standards and frameworks, and institutional setting).
Depending on the type of capability or standard, one or more of the dimensions might not
be relevant. If so, these dimensions can be ignored.
7.
Maturity levels may need to be defined specifically for different capabilities or
standards, but the following generic definitions should be used as a starting point:
(a)
Initial awareness - A few people in the organisation are becoming interested in the
potential value of developing the capability or implementing the standard. The organisation
as a whole is unaware of the need for the capability or standard.
(b)
Pre-implementation - The capability or standard is considered experimental, and is
limited to a few people or parts of the organisation. Some other parts of the organisation are
becoming interested in the potential value of the capability or standard.
(c)
Early implementation - Awareness of the need for the capability or standard is
spreading, but it is implemented in an inconsistent manner by different people or different
parts of the organisation. An organisation-wide programme or strategy to implement the
capability or standard is being prepared.
(d)
Corporate implementation - An organisation-wide programme or strategy for the
capability or standard is in place. There is a widespread awareness of the need for the
capability or standard, and it is implemented in a consistent manner across the organisation.
(e)
Mature implementation - The capability or standard is seen as an important part of
the work of the organisation. It is delivering benefits throughout the organisation. The need
for the capability or standard is well understood. It is integrated into the work of the
organisation, and it is implemented in a consistent way throughout the organisation.
8.
Each cell in the maturity model table should contain a short description of what that
combination of maturity level and dimension means in practice. These descriptions will
often be specific to each capability or standard.
9.
The idea of maturity models for official statistics has been adapted from the Open
Group Service Integration Maturity Model (OSIMM)3. Several pilot maturity models were
developed under the UNECE High-Level Group for the Modernisation of Official Statistics
in 2016, covering the implementation of the Generic Statistical Business Process Model
and related standards, as well as risk management in statistical organisations4. Two
examples are given in Section D.

3
4
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http://www.opengroup.org/soa/source-book/osimmv2/
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Figure II
Maturity leevels

C.

How shou
uld maturitty models be
b used?
10.
Matu
urity models are
a used to determine
d
the current levell of maturity,, and also to
define the taarget level foor the organisaation. They arre managemeent tools to id
dentify where
improvemen
nts are neededd, and to help decide on priorities.
p
The target levell of maturity
might be “M
Mature implem
mentation”, buut for some caapabilities or standards,
s
the organisation
might decid
de that a loweer level of maaturity is sufficient. In the example
e
in Fiigure III, the
target maturrity level is “Corporate
“
im
mplementation”. The organiisation has deecided that it
has alreadyy reached thiis level for the "Methodds" dimension
n, but not fo
or the other
dimensions. It has most work
w
to do in the
t “Technoloogy" and "Processes" dimennsions, as the
n is only at thee “Initial awarreness” level ffor these dimeensions. As a result of this
organisation
assessment, the “Technology” and “Proocesses” dimeensions are likkely to be prio
ority areas for
future work..
11.
Theree may be casees where it iss preferable too set differentt target maturiity levels for
the differentt dimensions, this is also po
ossible. In succh cases, the relative
r
distannces between
the current and
a target leveels should be considered
c
whhen deciding on
o priorities.
12.
A furrther developm
ment of this approach
a
couuld be to colleect informatio
on about how
organisation
ns have increeased their maturity
m
levelss for the diffferent dimenssions of key
capabilities. If this could be done in a structured waay, it could prrovide a sort of
o “roadmap”
ons to follow. Some prototyype templatess for this sort
of good practices for other organisatio
p” were also developed duuring 2016 in the “Modernnisation Maturrity Models”
of “roadmap
project undeer the High-Leevel Group forr the Moderniisation of Offiicial Statisticss5.

5

https://statsw
wiki.unece.org//display/RMIM
MS/MMM+Roaddmap+Tools
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Figure III
Maturity leevels targets

D.

Exampless of maturitty models
13.
Two examples of maturity moddels are given on the follow
wing pages. Thhe first is for
the implemeentation of thee Generic Staatistical Businness Process Model
M
(GSBP
PM)6, and the
7
second is foor risk managgement . They
y were both developed
d
as pilot exercises under the
High-Level Group for the
t
Modernissation of Offficial Statisticcs during 2016-17. They
o the maturiity model appproach, and how
h
it can be tailored to
illustrate thee flexibility of
capabilities.
support
speciific
standards
o
or

6
7

Source: httpss://statswiki.uneece.org/pages/vviewpage.actionn?pageId=1291772266
Source: httpss://statswiki.uneece.org/display//GORM/8.+Rissk+managemennt+maturity+mo
odel
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Maturity model for the implementation of the GSBPM
Maturity Levels
Dimensions Initial awareness
Business
No standard business process
descriptions/ definitions are in
use across the organisation’s
statistical programs.
Different business processes
are followed by different
individuals/ business units
undertaking the same tasks.
Projects/statistical programs
exist in isolation. There is
little or no business process
coordination.
A few individuals are
becoming interested in the
potential business value of the
GSBPM, but the organisation
as a whole is unaware of the
GSBPM.
Methods
No common approaches
regarding the development
and use of methods.
Methods are identified and
defined with no reference to
GSBPM.
A few individuals are
becoming interested in the
potential value of
mapping/documenting
methods per GSPBM phase.

Pre-implementation
Use of GSBPM is basic and
limited to a few individuals.
Some business units are becoming
interested in the potential business
value of GSBPM and investigate
how adopting the GSBPM as a
reference standard could assist
standardisation activities.
Communication activities are
carried out in some business units
to demonstrate the benefits of
using the model.

Early implementation
Use of GSBPM is
spreading, but practice
varies between
individuals and between
business units
Some business units are
documenting/ defining
existing statistical
production processes
using the GSBPM
phases/sub-processes.
GSBPM phases/ subprocesses are being
used for generic project/
statistical program
scoping and planning.

Corporate implementation
A corporate-wide
programme/strategy for use of
GSBPM for managing statistical
production processes is in place.
Management uses GSBPM as a
framework for all planning of
statistical production and for
standardisation of production
processes.
The organisation standardises
and describes procedures for all
GSBPM phases and subprocesses in a consistent manner.

Mature implementation
Management uses GSBPM systematically
and regularly for managing and improving
business capabilities and standardisation.
The organisation has widespread expertise
and familiarity with the use and
application of the GSBPM. It is the
reference framework for all statistical
production.
GSBPM-based responsibilities are shared
between job positions and are described in
job descriptions.

A few individuals are mapping/
documenting existing methods per
GSPBM phase/sub-process.
Some business units are becoming
interested in the potential value of
mapping/ documenting existing
methods per GSPBM phase in
order to improve coherence and
consistency.
New methods are developed with
reference to GSBPM phases.

Individuals and
business units are
mapping/ documenting
new and existing
methods per GSPBM
phase/sub-process, but
the practice varies.
A corporate-wide
strategy for the use of
GSBPM to
map/document methods
per phase/sub-process is
not yet in place.

A corporate-wide strategy for the
use of GSBPM to map/document
methods per phase/sub-process is
in place.
There is a widespread awareness
of the use of GSBPM to map/
document new and relevant
existing methods per phase/subprocess and a consistent
approach is adopted across the
organisation to carry this out.

Methods are standardised and optimised
within the GSBPM and extensively reused.
This standardization facilitates interinstitutional collaboration efforts.
The use of GSBPM to map/document
methods per phase/process is an important
part of methods management and delivers
value by identifying duplication and
potential for reuse.
Mapping/ documenting methods to
GSBPM phases/sub-processes is well
understood and applied in a consistent
manner.
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Maturity Levels
Information No standardised way of
defining information objects
(data and metadata) with
reference to their use in
GSBPM.
No integration of information.

Applications Applications are developed
without reference to GSBPM.
Applications are developed
stand-alone, at silo level,
without reference to common
statistical processes across the
organisation.
Every statistical program has
its own production system,
with little coordination
between the programs.
Common problems are solved
in different ways.
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Identification and classification of
information objects by GSBPM
phase carried out for one or two
statistical programs in order to
improve consistency in
information objects being
used/referred to in the different
sub-processes.

As a first step toward
standardization, existing
applications are roughly mapped
to (one or more) GSBPM phases.
The mapping is generally not
applicable to GSBPM subprocesses.

New projects adopt
standard methods of
classifying information
object use and
terminology by
GSBPM phase/ subprocess.
Existing applications
have a varied practise
regarding mapping of
information objects by
GSBPM phase/ subprocess.
Specification of scope
for new applications
start to be defined by
GSBPM phases / subprocesses.
An overarching plan
setting priorities for
improvement,
standardization and
development of
applications has been
adopted.
Applications and
services are mapped to
GSBPM phases /subprocesses.

Information objects used within
the organisation are mapped to
the GSBPM sub-processes, and
the changes to information
objects through the subprocesses, are well defined.

Information object usage and
nomenclature is harmonised/standardised
across the organisation, with GSIM in
routine use as the basis for describing and
defining information objects.
The reuse of information objects is
maximised wherever possible

Using GSBPM to define
statistical functions and system
developments for all relevant
existing applications, and as a
basis for all new application
development.
Monitoring and coordination of
the GSBPM implementation plan
for applications.
A comprehensive list of IT
services (Service Catalogue) is in
place to manage the use of
services.

All relevant applications are mapped at
component level to GSBPM sub-processes
(or lower).
A comprehensive list of IT services
(Service Catalogue) is used across the
organisation to monitor/maintain all the
components of the statistical production
systems.
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Matturity model for risk management
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